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Me-friendly, family-friendly, eco-friendly

In our lives, many things are overloaded and developed, and our lives are getting richer and richer. But do they
truly make days more comfortable? Creating products that genuinely help making the future “comfortable”…
UYEKI delivers “comfort” and “friendliness” with an insistent focus on the ingredients for “people” and “nature.”

To bring users’ “I want” requests into shape

The starting point of UYEKI to look into future life styles
We want to offer helpful products by rapidly acknowledging customers’ “if only there were something like…” We
are working on developing products with the four features that make everyday life more comfortable, hoping to
bring customers’ “if only” to reality.

Orange Oil Products

Protective Products

“Orange oil” is the starting line of UYEKI. After it was
spotlighted for cleaning graffiti on the walls of New
York subway, we began developing daily household
sundries that utilizes the power to permeate through
oil-based stains such as permanent markers. Then the
know-how has spread to “Dryning,” the precedent for
laundry detergent for dry-cleaning garments, and
household cleaners. And it obviously has no effect to
the human body. Orange oil is also an eco-friendly
ingredient, for it is extracted from the peels that were
produced in the processing of juice and cans, then the
processed peels are recycled as cattle manure. We
deliver our products from the standpoint of
protecting people and the environment.

You can’t get away with everyday cleaning. But how
nice would it be, if we could make it done with less
effort? We put ourselves in the home makers’ shoes
to come up with “stain-protective” effects. The more
you clean with it, the stronger it gets against stains
and blemishes, so daily cleaning becomes easier and
easier. Cutting down on the effort of everyday
housework, we produce a more comfortable living
space. Floors and drains are what we use daily, so we
want to keep those areas clean at all times… We
propose “living aesthetic techniques” for our fastpaced era.

Repellent Products

Fragrance Products

Daily cleaning and washing is crucial in preventing
pests that may cause negative effects in life. But
pesticides and insecticides couldn’t be good for the
body. So we focused on the idea to “repel.” We
succeeded in developing products that used the
behavior of pests effectively to keep them away and
lessen them. We use safe ingredients to deliver a
more comfortable and a worry-free living space.
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“Fragrance” is gaining more attention in our stressful
society with its relaxation effects. UYEKI adopted the
highest grade aroma. We developed daily commodity
with authentic fragrance that you can enjoy. The
highly effective features stay the same. Fragrance
colors your life luxuriously from your garments and
your rooms with pleasure. To spend stressful days
more richly, more comfortably, and more luxuriously.
We propose something we can’t cut off from our ages
to come.
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